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Web app attack methodology 

1. RECONNAISSANCE: - We research the targets 

2.  MAPPING: - We understand what makes up the application and its 

surrounding 

3.  DISCOVERY: - We look for the vulnerabilities 

4.  EXPLOITATION: -We launch the attack 

The attack process is cyclical. Means Once you exploit a vulnerability, you can 

further the exploitation by starting the process again from that point. Example 

if I am successful in launching a SQL injection then I won’t stop there. I will try 

to find root(admin) access of the system or try to uncover more vulnerabilities. 

 

What is Reconnaissance 

 Reconnaissance or Information gathering is the very first and most 

critical step of every penetration test. It does not matter if you have to 

assess the security of an entire network or a single web application, you 

need to know your targets in as much detail as possible. 

 

 



 Gathering information about the target is the initial phase of any 

penetration test. At this stage, there is no unnecessary information 

everything you collect should be noted for future use. The wealth of 

information you collect will become useful in both understanding 

application logic and during the attack phase 

 

Why Reconnaissance is important 

 Unfortunately, like breakfast, many people skip reconnaissance without 

even realizing that it is vital. Many attackers skip this step, thinking it is a 

waste of time and blindly start launching attack. This can be successful, 

but it is inefficient and can tip off the target. By focusing our time on 

finding out as much as possible before launching attack. We can better 

focus and lower the risk of detection.  

 With reconnaissance time reduced because we narrow the scope of 

testing and Good scoping can protect testers from being overwhelmed 

and running out of time.  

 A good attacker, develops his or her strategy based on reconnaissance 

because it allows them to craft attack in an informed fashion, elevating 

our probability of success.  

 

What is Mapping 

 In mapping, Tester understand what makes up the application and its 

surrounding. It involves understanding how application work and its 

underline infrastructure like services, OS, application framework and 

application enumeration etc. 

 This step usually takes least amount of time. Mapping the application 

enables the tester to see all the pieces of application in one place and 

then it’s easy to target the least secure piece of application like an old 

service. 



What sorts of information are we going after in recon and mapping  

 Infrastructure (Web server, Database, operating system, services….) 

 Application Logic 

 IP, Domains and Subdomains 

 Virtual hosts 

 

Tools use for recon and mapping 

 WHOIS 

 WHOIS lookups were traditionally done using a command line 

interface, but a number of simplified web-based tools now exist 

for looking up domain ownership details from different databases.  

 Web-based WHOIS clients still rely on the WHOIS protocol to 

connect to a WHOIS server and do lookups and command line 

WHOIS clients are still widely used by system administrators. 

WHOIS normally runs on TCP port 43 

 Instead of using the command line tools, you can also rely on web-

based tools such as: whois.domaintools.com. The Whois database 

contains public information, so you can freely check it 

 Information we can get from WHOIS tool: -administrative contact 

information, Technical contact information, Name server, IP 

address and location, Dates (Created, Expires, Updated) etc. 

 In linux go to terminal and type “whois du.ac.in(domain name)” 

 

 



 Go to “whois.domaintools.com” and search “du.ac.in” (domain 

name) 

 

 

 

 NSLOOKUP    

 Nslookup is another very handy tool that lets you translate 

hostnames to IP addresses and vice versa. 

 Under Windows, click Start>Run>cmd . EX :- “nslookup 

du.ac.in(domain name)”. 

 



 Under linux systems, open a console and type : “nslookup 

du.ac.in” 

 
 With the help of NSLOOKUP we can also query the DNS server for 

the whole record. COMMAND: - “nslookup -querytype=ANY 

google.com (domain name)” 

 
 

 
 

 

 NETCRAFT 

 Netcraft is a fast way to uncover the organization’s hosting 

scheme and ownership. we can go to www.netcraft.com to use 

this tool. 

 We can find info like: -  

A.  Hosting company and country 

B. IP address, IPv4 autonomous systems, ipv6 address  

C. DNS admin, top level domain Etc.    

http://www.netcraft.com/


  Visit www.netcraft.com and doing a search on du.ac.in will reveal 

the hosting provider for du.ac.in as well as IP netblock  etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.netcraft.com/


 

 

 WHATWEB 

 It is a command line tool that can be used to recognize website 

technologies, Web server versions, blogging platforms, JavaScript 

libraries and much more. 

 The tool is very easy to use. We just need to type the name of the 

tool followed by the address (IP or URL) of our target and hit enter 

 It offers options that allow us to specify different user agents, 

HTTP basic authentication credentials, cookies, proxy and much 

more 

 Pentesting distributions of Linux such as Kali already have it 

installed by default, so you can start using it by running the 

following command : whatweb  

 
 



As you can see output is little messy. Use “-v” argument to get a 

readable output  

 

 

 

 

 WAPPALYZER 

 It is a Web Browser plugin based tool that works both on Firefox and 

Chrome. 

 Once you install the plugin from the previous link, you just have to 

navigate your target website: you will see some icons in your address 

bar. Each icon gives you information about the Web Server, such as 

the Operating System, The Web Server, JavaScript,frameworks and 

much more 

 In order to inspect the information found, just click on an icon and a 

pop up will appear on your right, listing all the information gathered 



 
 

 

 How to find Subdomain  

 The enumeration exercise starts by mapping all available subdomains 
within a domain name. 

 This will widen our attack surface and sometimes reveal hidden 
management backend panels or intranet web applications that the 
network administrators intended to protect through the old 
disgraced method of security through obscurity. 

 There are lots of ways to enumerate subdomains: 
o Netcraft 
o Google 
o Crawling / Brute force 

 



 We have already used Netcraft to gather information from a specific 
domain but Netcraft can also be used to enumerate subdomains.In 
order to list all the subdomains of a specific target we just need to 
open the Netcraft search page, select "subdomain matches" from the 
dropdown menu and type in our string: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Click on Site report for more detail  

 

 

 The second tool we can use is dnsrecon. If you are using Kali Linux, it is 
already installed on your machine and you can simply run it with the 
following command: dnsrecon -d microsoft.com –g. –d argument is for 
domain and –g is for “perform Google enumeration with standard 
enumeration”. 

 
 
 

 



 How to find virtual host 

 A virtual host is simply a website that shares an IP address with one 
or more other virtual hosts. These hosts are domains and 
subdomains. This is very common in a shared hosting environment 
where a multitude of websites share the same server/IP address 

 We can use tool name fierce for finding if website is hosted on a 
shared server or own server. Command : fierce –dns iitk.ac.in. As you 
can see in screenshot this website is hosted on a shared server. 

 
 

 NMAP 

 Nmap is the most popular port scanner tool. It is mostly used to 

enumerate open ports on a system  

 It can also verify operating system and running services on that 

port with high degree of accuracy. It is preinstalled in kali linux just 

type : nmap -v -A scanme.nmap.org 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


